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Dear Provider, 
 
Molina Healthcare of Texas is excited to introduce our 2023 Primary Care Provider Pay-For-Quality 
Program (PCP P4Q Program). This program recognizes primary care providers (PCPs) and specialists 
acting as PCPs who exhibit exemplary care standards for our members. The initiative not only provides 
incentives for high-quality care but also encourages our members to schedule regular checkups, 
promoting preventive care and effective care management.  For the complete set of program 
requirements, payment structure, and timelines; please see the enclosed 2023 Primary Care Provider 
Pay-For-Quality Bonus Program document. 
 
The PCP P4Q Program is a calendar year program that began on January 1, 2023, and will continue 
through December 31, 2023. Throughout this period, we will assess quality measures in alignment with 
the standards set by NCQA, HEDIS, and Medicaid national quality performance. All Primary Care 
Providers with a current Molina agreement for Medicaid lines of business are welcome to participate.  
 
Our Availity Provider Portal offers a feature to observe any unaddressed care gaps for your members 
This data will give you a snapshot of any gaps you may be able to close as part of the P4Q program.  
 
At Molina, we are committed to embracing the latest technological advancements and ensuring our 
providers have access to the vital analytical resources needed to better serve our members. The 
Molina Provider Collaboration Tool, which will be accessed through Availity, is set to offer a 
comprehensive dashboard, presenting open care gaps across the attributed member population. This 
feature will also include downloadable lists for focused action, making practice workflows more 
efficient. More information on this tool and detailed updates will be provided in advance of the 
upcoming product launch date. 
 
For any clarification or concerns about the PCP P4Q Program, do not hesitate to reach out to your 
provider relations representative. Should you decide not to be part of the PCP P4Q Program, please 
email us at mhtxproviderservices@molinahealthcare.com with the subject line PCP P4Q OPT OUT and 
include your practice name, Tax ID, and NPI  within thirty (30) days upon receiving this notice. 
 
We deeply value our collaboration and thank you for your unwavering commitment to our members. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Molina Healthcare of Texas 
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